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$25,000 - $249,999
- Kenneth and Marleen Alhadeff
- George and Joan Berry
- *Arnold Green
- Debbie Killinger
- Martinez Foundation
- Edgar and Holli Martinez
- *Chester Steen

$10,000 - $24,999
- Terry and Phyllis Buckridge
- Benjamin and Nancy Ellison
- Victor and Sheryl Graddon
- Melvin Hamre
- Gary Manchester
- PEMCO Foundation, Incorporated
- Union Pacific Foundation

$5,000 - $9,999
- Janice Kobayashi
- Lloyd Osborn
- *Nancy Osborn
- Floyd and Judy Rogers
- David and Shirley Urdal
- Wells Fargo Foundation

$2,500 - $4,999
- IBM International Foundation
- David and Heidi Jarvis
- Inga Kromann
- Murdock Cattle Company
- George and Donna Murdock
- R. Stephen and Terry Rasmussen
- Grace Urdal

$1,000 - $2,499
- Alexander & Baldwin, Incorporated
- Ayco Charitable Foundation
Bank of America
Robert and Wendy Bates
James and Linda Belz
Barbara Blatter
Boeing Company
C. Douglas and Susie Brown
Charles and Merilyn Clizer
*Earl Colyar
Erma Colyar
Lance and Marilyn Colyar
Larry and Vickie Culver
Gregory Cunningham and Gina Petrie, PhD
Sue Durrant
Howard and Phyllis Erdman
Robert and Judith Fisher
Fred and Rose Marie Fleischmann
Charles and Barbara Gadsden
Kimberly and Paul Holapa
Kent and Pamela Howard
Impulse Ballroom
Jamie Jolliffe
Duane Kaiser
Arnold and Marta Kegel

David and Joan Kingrey
Jon Loreen
Susan Loreen
Chris Mahoney-Meyer
John and Kathleen Mayer
Elinor McCloskey
John Mitchell and Marie Anderson
Thomas and Anna Names
W. Craig Osborn
Raquel Perkins
Robert and Nancy Procko
Brian and Nancy Quint
Sandra Saffell
Henry and Nancy Sauer
Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories, Incorporated
Edmund and Beatriz Schweitzer
Gene and Carol Sharratt
Jean Smith
Philip and Betty Jo Sorensen
John Terrey and Elizabeth Matysik-Terrey
Joanne Washburn
Ronald and Karen Wysaske

$500 - $999
Bruce and Julie Amundson
Donald and Ruth Anderson
Anonymous Donor
Dewayne and Betty Boyd
Wayne and Barbara Bradford

Jean Brickell
Paul and Sue Cochran
Lynn Cowgill
Joy Egbert
Mary Kay Fowler
Harry Hamer
Lisa and Michael Henniger
Jeffrey Johnson and Lorie Dankers
Doug and Jan Jonas
William and Kathryn Jordan
G. Paul and Carolyn Killian
Ann Marie King
Frank and Diana Kirkbride
Steven and Jeanne Lunde
Joe and Melodie MacLean
Microsoft Corporation
Merrill and Muriel Oaks
Evelyn Rankin

Robert and Chris Rayborn
Rehnberg Psychological Services, P.C.
Tim and Betty Rehnberg
Arnold and Phyllis Rinta
Karl Ritzau
Mary Roe
Nancy Sandbloom
Joan Smith
Virginia Tavaera-Delgado
Muriel Taylor
Stephen and Cora Lyn Uczekaj
Shirley Williams

$100 - $499
Jon and Susan Aarstad
Marlys Achey
Tariq and Karin Akmal
Dorothy and William Alexander
Kenneth & Marleen Alhadeff Charitable Foundation
Candy Allen
Walter and Jacklyn Allen
Robert and Shirley Allert
Robert and Anita Allison
Dale and Sharon Andersen
Richard and Janet Andersen
Gari and Mildred Andreini
Lauriston and Luann Baker
Margaret Baker

Donald and Anne Barker
Brian and Kathleen Beaulaurier
Ruth Beeker
Mel and Susi Bennett
Andrew and Barbara Betlach
Pamela Bettis
Douglas Birrell
Earl and Sandra Blackaby
Mary Boehmer
Dwight and Ann Bond
Bill and Shirley Boning
Bob and Gail Bonser
Judy Borsheim
Bossenbrock Orchards
Carmen Bossenbrock, Hugh and Cynthia Crowder
Deborah Botker, Louis and Suzanne Dawes
Pamela Bowerman, Sondra De Beauclair
George and Wyn Boyko, William and Merilee Dinneen
Jeff and Ginny Boyle, Celia Dodd
Bobo and Eileen Brayton, Double D Ranches
Doug and Susan Breon, Charles and Janet Downen
Brock, Carpenter, McGuire & DeWulf, PS, Perry and Darleen Dozier
Keith and Corinne Bromley, Donald and Verna Duncan
Marcia Brown, J. Hubert Dunn
Richard and Dolly Buckingham, John and Shelley Dziedzic
Daniel and April Bullock, Robert and Peggy Early
Marny Burdega, P. Clifton and Jenevieve Edens
Allen and Nancy Bush, Larry and Sidra Egge
Frederick Busselle and Dawn Shinew, Karen Eichelsdoerfer
Janet Camp, David and Sonja Ellis
Monica Carstens, Scott and Sandra Ely
Carol Baker-Casprowitz & John Casprowitz, Allen and Carol Evans
Leland and Lynn Chapman, Judith Falk
Jeffrey and Carolyn Clark, Clifford and Jane Fallon
Bill and Arlene Colyar, Barbara Fecht
ConAgra Foundation, Carol Louise Fidler
Larry and Pamela Conover, Susan Finsrud
Lynn Coppola, Byron and Rosaly Fish
Patrick and Jean Corr, James and Jene Fisher
Katherine Corrigan, Cecil Floyd and Stacy Mohondro
Gay Cox, Richard and Carol Foort
Thomas and Diane Crawford, Jean Foust
Sylvia Crecelius, Tim and Beverly Fox
Greg and Laurie Creighton, Michael and Shayne Frankel
Ralph and Gayle Fristad
George Fuhr and Margaret Holland
William and Patricia Galligan
Arthur Galloway and Christine Kjenner
Patrick and Lois Gardner
Lance and Patricia Goodpaster
John and Joan Gorow
B. Dewayne and Frankie Gower
Larry and Jaquelin Green
Karleen Karlson and Kingsley Greene
Gordon and Christine Greenwald
Sandra and James Grimes
Randy and Vickie Hagedorn
Leslie Hall
Wayne and Sandra Hamasaki
Florence Hamrick
Henry Hansen
Ruth Hansen
Bruce and Margaret Harris
Barbara Hartmann
Nicholas and Angela Heath
Sara Heath
Barbara Hill
Ernest and Jean Hinck
Robert and Beverley Hinkle
James and Linda Hoff
Norman Hoffman
Leslie and Anna Hogan
Garnett Hordemann
Thomas and Lynn Howard
Marcella and Gary Hunter
Stuart and Sandra Jacobson
John and Catherine Jaquish
Lawrence Jarmon
Jennyan Jensen
Jan-Olov and Hanna Johansson
James and Marianne Johnson
Linda Johnson
Roberta Johnson
James and Cynthia Johnstone
Gregory and Arlene Jones
Shelley Jones
David Joseph and Susan Banks-Joseph
Edward and Lynn Kahalewai
Louis and Nancy Kardonsky
Charli and Troy Kasper
Melvin and Judith Kleweno
Cheryl and James Koenig
Ellen Kreighbaum
Jennifer Lamance
Jean Lancaster
Kate Letexier-Larson
James Li and Jean Wang
James and Karen Little
Mitchell and Deborah Madison
Tom and Cherie Manke
Christopher and Susan Marker
Justin and Lisa Marquart
Dean and Renee Matson
Ronald and Carolyn May
Ellamae McClelland
Thomas and Jeannine McFarland
John and Judy McKay
Evelyn McLaughlin
Timothy and Catherine McVicker
William and Stella Melville
William and Donna Messenger
Edward and Kirsten Meyer
Carlton and Lynda Meyers
Harriet Loyce Michael
Barbara and Allen Miller
Theodore and Patricia Miller
Leslie Mincks
Terry and Mary Minkiewitz
J. D. and Bonnie Mitchell
Herbert Monroe
Ken and Patricia Morgan
Phillip and Sharon Morgan
Donald Morton
Robert Morton
John and Kathleen Mudge
Richard and Mary Munroe
Mike and Teri Murphy
Katherine Myers
William and Barbara Nance
National Association of Secondary School Principals
National Swimming Pool Foundation
J. Patrick and Linda Naughton
David and Susan Neal
Jeffrey and Nancy Nelson
Paula and Karl Nelson
Nancy Nelson
Carol and Dennis Ohrtman
Harold Olsen
Allan and Noranne Olson
Mary Ostrander
Arthur Ott
Overlake Golf & Country Club
*Frank Palacio
Judith Palacio
Linda and Russell Pangborn
M. Lethene Parks
George and Sharon Pawlas
Michael and Donna Perrault
Elizabeth Perry
PG & E Matching Gifts Program
Robert and Aves Pickering
Donna Pierce
Guy and Arlyce Pitzer
Theodore and Lisa Pooler
James and Margaret Porter
Jack and Mary Jane Powell
Melinda Price
Todd and Naomi Puckett
Chuck and Karen Pyron
Timothy and Nancy Raschko
Stanley and Elizabeth Ray
Ingrid Rechtin
Karen Reed
Ronald and Lisa Reed
Robert and Patricia Reistroffer
Jeffrey Hawes and Lisa Reynvaan-Hawes
Beverly Rhoades
Judith Hartmann and Michael Roberts
Richard Rose
Thomas and Renee Ruchert
William Rudd and Sandra Gillings Rudd
Russell Matching Gifts
Arlene Russell
Catherine and James Salmon
Milton and Judith Sawyer
Richard and Debra Schneider
Delroy and Carol Schwisow
M. Ray and Mary Jane Seitz
William and Ruth Shane
M. Darrel and Barbara Sharrard
Stanley and Sally Short
Romald and Constance Sikora
Kent and Nancy Simms
Jack Simpson
Lisa Skari
Donald and Alicia Smith
Keith and Kathryn Snider
Betty Snyder
Michael and Christine Sodorff
Melissa Sollitt
Margaret Drummond and Lon Southard
Edward and Alice Stanley
Marilyn Kay Steiner
Mary Stine

Ed and Sandra Stonebreaker
Paul Strom
Penny and LeRoy Stycket
David and Patricia Suhs
Robert Sutlovich
Mark and Wendy Swanson
Rodney and Eileen Swanson
Gary and Dora Swanson
Cindy Swenson
Kenneth and Linda Taylor
Kim Taylor
Janice Tietz
Richard and Gloria Tinter
Julie Titone
Terri and Roger Trick
Don and Jane Trunkey
Philip and Barbara Turrell
Gary and Susan Udd
United Community Health Center
University Physicians Healthcare
Amy VanderPol
Marr Waddoups
Beverly Wagner
Carl and Nellie Wagner
Thomas and Catherine Wamsley
Chad Warren
Robert Weaver
Joseph and Annemarie Weber
Detlev and Valerie Wegener
Thomas Wetherholt
Donald Whisner and Diane Colclough
Winifred Breakey White
William and Beth Wiegand
Dean and Susan Williams
Gordon Wilson and Wynne Estes
Michael and Constance Wincek
James and Kathyne Windell
Mary Windsor
Eugene and Janet Wizer
Mark and Lisa Wolfe
George and Christine Wolford
Constance Wood
Donald and Brenda Woyen
Douglas and Cynthia Wrigley
Thomas and Whitney Wytko
John Yates
Carly Young